
Lesson 8: W-5:  MLA Style Report   Jazz My Wheels 

 

Updated 05.01.18 

Instructions to the MS Word Specialist 

1. Using Microsoft Word, open in a new blank document. 

2. Name & Save the file as 8-W5 MLA Report in your COMP APPS/WORD Folder. 

3. Set the margins to 1 inch (normal) on all four sides. [Page Layout Tab – Margins – Normal]. 

4.  Open the lesson webpage to access the W5 MLA Report Example Sheet. 

5.  Copy the text from the exemplar document. Then paste to W5 MLA Report document. Edit the text so it is 
formatted like the report example. Using back space and enter as needed to reformat. 

6. Unless otherwise noted, the font should be set to Times New Roman 12 point. Highlight all the text in the 
document (CTRL+A) and then change the font to Times New Roman, size 12 point.  Re-Save the file (CTRL + 
S). 

7. Insert a header (Slice 1) that includes the last name of the Jazz My Wheels owner (Shine) and the page 
number (Shine 1) right-aligned, make sure text is Times New Roman and 12 point.  See example in 
Document W-5. See  Icon         .  In the Header, be sure to change the font to Times New Roman, color of 
black and size 12 point font.  

8. Highlight all the text in the body of the document as seen in icon       .  Set the document to 1.5 spaced or 
use the Line Spacing Tool and set to 1.5 with spacing set to 0 (Before & After).  Also press CTRL + J to justify 
align the body of the essay. Ask for help, if needed. 

9. From the current date and to Robert Shine, CEO (section         )   You should set the Line Spacing to Single 
Space [TIP: CTRL + 1] and set to 1.0 with spacing set to 0 (Before & After).  

10. After the date [on line 3 of the document], [press enter two times to move your cursor to the 5th line of 
the document   & the title should be placed here.   You can use the show/hide paragraph tool 
(CTRL+SHIFT+*) to help guide you.  Ask for assistance with this, if needed. 

11. Center-align the title of the report exactly as shown in Document W-5.  See icon   

12. Edit the body of the text as shown in Document W-5.  Making sure to indent each paragraph 
properly using the Tab Key, which is the default of .5 inch. See Icon  

IMPORTANT: Use only one space after periods and other punctuation marks. 

13. Insert a Page Break after the last paragraph in the report (before the Works Cited text).  Key in or 
copy/paste the Works Cited Citations as shown in Document W-5. See Icon         The 3 lines of the citation 
should be single spaced with spacing set to zero before/after. Ask if confused. 

14. Insert a footer that includes your Name, Day/Class Period and the current date.  

15. Save the file again. You should be saving as you work (CTRL+S). 

16. Press F7 for Spell Check to proof for Spelling Errors. Carefully proofread your work for accuracy.  

17. Ask a classmate to proof your work. Make any corrections, if needed & Re-Save. 

18. This document should fit on two pages.  Citation (Works Cited) is alone on page 2.There should not be 
any blank sheets included. Ask the teacher if you are unsure if this is correct. 

 

  

http://brownb315.weebly.com/10-mla-style-report.html

